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The LHCb Collaboration \[[@CR1]\] has recently reported the existence of five $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Xi _c^+ K^-$$\end{document}$ spectrum in *pp* collisions, with masses ranging between 3 and 3.1 GeV. These results have renewed the interest in baryon spectroscopy, with the long-standing question whether these states can be accommodated within the quark model picture and/or qualify better as being dynamically generated via hadron-hadron scattering processes.

Earlier predictions for such states have been reported within conventional quark models \[[@CR2]--[@CR13]\]. The experimental discovery of the five $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega _c$$\end{document}$ states has triggered a large activity in the field, and thus some quark models have been revisited in view of the new results \[[@CR14]--[@CR20]\], suggestions as pentaquarks have been advocated \[[@CR21]--[@CR25]\], models based on QCD sum-rules have been put to test \[[@CR26]--[@CR32]\], or quark-soliton models have been employed \[[@CR33]\]. Also, Lattice QCD has reported results on the spectroscopy of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega _c$$\end{document}$ states \[[@CR34]\].

Within molecular models, there have been previous predictions on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega _c$$\end{document}$ states \[[@CR35]--[@CR38]\]. In Ref. \[[@CR36]\] several resonant states were obtained with masses much below 3 GeV, by employing a zero-range exchange of vector mesons as the bare interaction for the *s*-wave baryon-meson scattering. Similar qualitative results were obtained in Ref. \[[@CR35]\], where finite range effects were considered. Lately the work of Ref. \[[@CR39]\] has revisited Ref. \[[@CR36]\], finding that, after modifying the regularization scheme with physically motivated parameters, two $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J^P=1/2^-$$\end{document}$, reproducing the masses and widths of two of the experimental states. More recently, the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega _c$$\end{document}$ states have been also investigated using an extended local hidden gauge approach \[[@CR40]\]. Within this scheme, low-lying $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$3/2^+$$\end{document}$ baryons, as well as pseudoscalar and vector mesons, are considered to construct the baryon-meson coupled channel space. In this manner, two $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega _c^*\;J^P=3/2^-$$\end{document}$ can be identified, the first two in good agreement with the results of \[[@CR39]\] and the third one fairly well.

The use of the hidden-gauge formalism allows for the preservation of heavy-quark spin symmetry (HQSS), which is a proper QCD symmetry that appears when the quark masses, such as that of the charm quark, become larger than the typical confinement scale. Aiming to incorporate explicitly HQSS, a scheme was developed in Refs. \[[@CR37], [@CR38], [@CR41]--[@CR43]\] that implements a consistent $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi N$$\end{document}$ interaction, where "lsf" stands for light quark-spin-flavor symmetry, respectively. Indeed, the works of Refs. \[[@CR37], [@CR38]\] are the first meson-baryon molecular studies, fully consistent with HQSS, of the well-established odd-parity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J=3/2$$\end{document}$\] resonances.
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                \begin{document}$$J=1/2$$\end{document}$ sector, one finds a pole structure that mimics the well-known two-pole pattern of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Lambda (1405)$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR44]--[@CR48]\]. Thus, in the region of 2595 MeV, two states are dynamically generated. The first one, identified with the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Sigma _c\pi $$\end{document}$ channel. The second state is quite broad and it has a sizable coupling to this latter channel. On the other hand, the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Lambda (1520)$$\end{document}$. Similar results are also obtained in the extension of the local hidden gauge approach of Ref. \[[@CR49]\]. The same scheme also dynamically generates the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Lambda _b(5920)$$\end{document}$ narrow resonances, discovered by LHCb in 2012 \[[@CR50]\], which turn out to be HQSS partners, naturally explaining in this way their approximate mass degeneracy \[[@CR42]\]. Moreover, the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Lambda _b(5912)$$\end{document}$ would not be the counterpart of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Lambda _c(2595)$$\end{document}$ resonance, but it would be of the second charmed state that appears around 2595 MeV, and that gives rise to the two-pole structure mentioned above \[[@CR42]\].Table 1$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega _c^*$$\end{document}$ states, reported in Ref. \[[@CR38]\], coming from the most attractive $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{SU(6)}_{\mathrm{lsf}} \times $$\end{document}$ HQSS representations. We label those states from **a** to **e**, according to their position in energyName$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Gamma _R$$\end{document}$ (MeV)*J***a**2810.901/2**b**2814.303/2**c**2884.501/2**d**2941.601/2**e**2980.003/2
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                \begin{document}$$J=3/2$$\end{document}$ bound states, the positions being shown in Table VI of that reference or in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} in the present work. These states come from the most attractive $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{SU(6)}_{\mathrm{lsf}}\times $$\end{document}$ HQSS representations. Attending to the breaking pattern of the spin-flavor SU(8) symmetry discussed in Ref. \[[@CR38]\], the two lowest-lying $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{SU(6)}_{\mathrm{lsf}}\times $$\end{document}$  HQSS representations, have masses below 2.98 GeV, and cannot be easily identified with any of the LHCb resonances, located all of them above 3 GeV. Predicted masses, however, depend not only on the baryon-meson interactions, but also on the adopted renormalization scheme (RS). In this work we review the RS used in \[[@CR38]\], and its impact in the generation of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} we present the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Formalism {#Sec2}
=========
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In the second RS, we make finite the UV divergent part of the loop function using a sharp-cutoff regulator $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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If a common UV cutoff is employed for all channels within a given *CSI* sector, both RSs are independent and will lead to different results. However, if one allows the freedom of using channel-dependent cutoffs, the one-subtraction RS, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results {#Sec3}
=======
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In view of the previous results, we explore a different RS to evaluate the impact of the renormalization procedure in the predictions of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Nevertheless we should highlight that, we use here a different regularization scheme of the loop functions and different interaction matrices than in the works of Refs. \[[@CR39], [@CR40]\] that should explain the differences found. Note that the matrix elements involving the interaction of Goldstone-bosons and heavy-baryons are fixed by chiral symmetry and should agree in the three approaches. The differences come from channels involving *D*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusions {#Sec4}
===========

We have reviewed the RS used in the unitarized coupled-channel model of Ref. \[[@CR38]\] and its impact in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{SU(6)}_{\mathrm{lsf}} \,\times \, $$\end{document}$ HQSS representations, are dynamically generated, but with masses below 2.98 GeV that cannot be easily identified with any of the LHCb resonances, located all of them above 3 GeV. Predicted masses can be moved up by implementing a different RS. We have explored two different scenarios, introducing at most only one additional undetermined parameter in the scheme. In the first one, the common energy-scale used in \[[@CR38]\] to perform the subtractions is modified allowing for moderate variations. In the second one, a common UV cutoff is used to render finite the UV divergent loop functions in all channels. In both cases, we could move two or three states in the region between 3 and 3.1 GeV, where the LHCb resonances lie. In particular, when we use $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\bar{K}} \Xi _c^*$$\end{document}$, and can be easily related to the LHCb resonances and to results of Refs. \[[@CR39], [@CR40]\]. Thus for the dominant channels, we obtain strengths for the wave function at the origin in a reasonable good agreement with those found in Ref. \[[@CR40]\]. There exist, however, some disagreements in the predictions for the masses, which need to be taken with some caution. At least, our predictions for masses are subjected to sizable uncertainties, which might lead also to confusions in the assignments to the LHCb states proposed in this work.

In summary, we can conclude that some (probably at least three) of the states observed by LHCb \[[@CR1]\] will have odd parity and spins $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Often we refer to all poles generically as resonances, regardless of their concrete nature, since usually they can decay through other channels not included in the model space.
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha $$\end{document}$ parameter in Eq. ([12](#Equ13){ref-type=""}) was slightly reduced from the default value of 1 advocated in Refs. \[[@CR36], [@CR52]\].

This will induce an enormous freedom difficult to fix with the scarce available data.
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